We hope you will enjoy using this
Moulinex Ovatio food processor.

Important safety information
for your food processor

Please read the full instruction booklet to help you
achieve the best results from your processor.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this
or any Moulinex appliance, please call our Customer
Relations Team on:

0845 330 4554 - UK
(01) 47 51947 - Ireland
You can also e-mail us on:

customerrelations@moulinex.co.uk

AT7- Ovatio Food Processor

0826955

0826955

Safety Features
For your safety, this machine will not operate
if the following procedures are not followed

!

Attachments & Accessories
Included

3 easy steps to use the chopping bowl
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Please ensure that the cover of the liquidiser
motor is closed when using the chopping bowl.

Insert your blade or disc with the
appropriate drive, then lock the lid
into place. To do this line up the
locating clip (circled) to the left of the
handle and turn anti-clockwise until it
locks into place.

Stainless steel chopping blade

The liquidiser cannot be positioned
on the appliance unless the lid is fully
locked. Line up the location clip (circled)
to the left of the handle and turn
anti-clockwise until it locks into place
(this is a small movement and feels
tight/stiff for the first few uses).
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Lift the cover of the
liquidiser motor, place the symbol
on the jug onto the
symbol on the appliance.
Then turn the jug anti-clockwise
to line up the two symbols.
The machine is now ready to
switch on.

Note: you cannot use the liquidiser and chopping bowl at the same time.

Storage cage

Plastic kneading blade
Spatula
Citrus press

Place your bowl into position by seating the
bowl on the centre spindle, ensuring that
the handle of the bowl is positioned slightly
to the front as shown. Turn the bowl anticlockwise until it clicks into place, (please
ensure the lid locating clip is lined up with
the handle, see step 2), this is a small
movement and feels tight/stiff for the first
couple of operations.
The machine is now ready to switch on.

2 easy steps to use the liquidiser
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Liquidiser

Five snap-in discs

Spindle

Balloon whisk

Looking for replacement or additional
accessories?
We are pleased to offer the facility to purchase replacement or additional accessories.
Please telephone the following number for attachment and accessory details:
01702 290089 - UK
(01) 47 51947
- Ireland

